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Abstract
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B in terms of centralization of higher extensions. In case A is the category Gp of all groups and B is the
category Ab of all abelian groups, this yields a new proof for Brown and Ellis’s formulae. We also give
explicit formulae in the cases of groups vs. k-nilpotent groups, groups vs. k-solvable groups and precrossed
modules vs. crossed modules.
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0. Introduction
Generalizing Hopf’s formula [23] for the second integral homology group to higher dimen-
sions is a well-studied problem, that still deserves to be better understood from a categorical
perspective. Partial results were originally obtained by Conrad [14], Rodicio [36] and Stöhr [37],
and the first complete solution—a formula describing Hn for all n—is due to Brown and El-
lis [11]. Their work was recently extended by Donadze, Inassaridze and Porter in the paper [15].
Whereas Brown and Ellis use topological methods, the latter proof is entirely algebraic, and also
considers the case of groups vs. k-nilpotent groups instead of just groups vs. abelian groups.
The aim of our present paper is two-fold: giving a conceptual and elementary proof of the
higher Hopf formulae, while at the same time placing them in a very general framework. In our
opinion, the simplest approach to a formula for Hn is a proof by induction on n. Now even for
groups, such an approach naturally leads to the use of categorical methods: the familiar category
of groups must be left for more general ones. On the other hand, consequent reasoning along
such lines gives a lot of added generality for free.
How general can we go? Just to give an idea: Brown and Ellis’s formulae describe Hn for
groups vs. abelian groups; Donadze, Inassaridze and Porter add groups vs. k-nilpotent groups
for arbitrary k; we add groups vs. k-solvable groups, Lie algebras vs. abelian Lie algebras, rings
vs. zero rings, precrossed modules vs. crossed modules, etc. Furthermore, even for groups, this
yields a proof that is less complicated than the existing ones, and essentially amounts to an
application of the Hopf formula for the second homology object and some standard diagram
chasing arguments. While based on the same basic idea of using higher-dimensional extensions
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previous ones is that we can use an inductive argument, because our formula for H2 also holds
in categories of higher extensions.
That such an approach is possible is due to the existence of the appropriate categorical frame-
work, Janelidze, Márki and Tholen’s semi-abelian categories [30] and Borceux and Bourn’s
homological categories [3]. These were introduced to capture the fundamental homological prop-
erties of the categories of groups, rings, Lie algebras, crossed modules, etc., much in the same
way as abelian categories do for modules over a ring or sheaves of abelian groups. Our work
confirms how well the notion of semi-abelian (or homological) category fulfills this promise.
An important ingredient to understanding the higher Hopf formulae is Janelidze’s insight that
centralization of higher extensions yields the objects that occur in these formulae [26–28]. For
instance, consider a group A presented by a double extension f :q −→ p
F
q
F/K2
p
F/K1 A
where K1 and K2 are normal subgroups of F satisfying A ∼= F/K1 · K2 and such that F , F/K1
and F/K2 are free groups. Then the third homology group with coefficients in the group of
integers Z is given by
H3(A,Z) ∼= [F,F ] ∩K1 ∩K2
L2[f ] ,
where the object L2[f ] = [K1 ∩ K2,F ] · [K1,K2], a kind of higher commutator, is defined by
the centralization
F/L2[f ] F/K2
F/K1 A
of f —the double extension f universally turned into a central one. Of course, such a double
presentation f of A always exists: consider the underlying set/free group comonad G = (G, δ, )
and take the diagram
G2A
GA
GA
GA
A
GA
A
A
for f . In the case of groups, Janelidze realized that also the higher Hopf formulae may be in-
terpreted in these terms [27,28]. As far as we know, our paper is the first attempt to use this
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mental theory is provided by the paper [18], where a proof along the same lines is given of the
Hopf formula for the second homology object, and some of the needed homological tools are
developed.
A categorical theory of central extensions was developed by Janelidze and Kelly in [29] as an
application of Janelidze’s Categorical Galois Theory [24]. This theory is modeled on the situation
where A is a variety of universal algebras and B a given subvariety of A, and allows one to
classify the extensions in A that are central with respect to this chosen subvariety B. The idea of
relative centrality—which goes back to the work of the Fröhlich school, see, e.g., [19,20,34]—
has for leading example the variety of groups with its subvariety of abelian groups. Janelidze
and Kelly’s theory is general enough to include the case where A is any semi-abelian category
and B is any given Birkhoff subcategory of A. Modeling the notion of centralization of higher
extensions in a categorical way, we are forced to extend this theory, but still within the framework
of Categorical Galois Theory. The resulting process of centralization of higher extensions then
provides us with the higher commutators that occur in the higher Hopf formulae.
In the last section we explain how these commutators may be calculated explicitly, and we
do so in some specific cases: groups vs. abelian groups, groups vs. k-nilpotent groups, groups
vs. k-solvable groups, precrossed modules vs. crossed modules. In the important example of pre-
crossed modules the homology objects are described by the same formula (see Theorem 9.6):
indeed, the so-called Peiffer commutator plays the same role, in the category of precrossed mod-
ules, as the usual commutator of normal subgroups does in the category of groups.
1. Semi-abelian and homological categories
As pointed out above, semi-abelian and homological categories were introduced to capture the
homological properties of those categories “sufficiently close” to the category Gp of all groups.
In this section we briefly recall their definition and basic properties.
It is important to note that in general, the difference between a semi-abelian category and an
abelian one is quite vast: in an abelian category, every morphism may be factored as a cokernel
followed by a kernel; any hom-set Hom(B,A) carries an abelian group structure; binary prod-
ucts and binary coproducts coincide. None of these properties holds true for the category Gp of
groups: the first one because not every subgroup is a normal subgroup, the second one essentially
because the pointwise product of two group homomorphisms need not be a homomorphism, and
the third one because a group A with A × A ∼= A + A is always trivial. In view of these differ-
ences, it is easily understood why the definition of semi-abelian category might sound unfamiliar
at first. Nevertheless, the link with the notion of semi-abelian category is simple and precise:
a category A is abelian if and only if both A and its dual category Aop are semi-abelian [30].
Definition 1.1. A categoryA is semi-abelian when it is pointed, Barr exact and Bourn protomod-
ular and has binary coproducts [30]. A is homological [3] when it is pointed, regular and Bourn
protomodular.
Of course some explanation is needed. First of all, in a semi-abelian category, all finite limits
and colimits exist. In particular, there is a terminal object 1 and an initial object 0, and it is
possible to construct finite products and coproducts, equalizers and coequalizers, pullbacks and
pushouts. A being pointed means that 0 ∼= 1, i.e., there is a zero object: an object that is both
initial and terminal. A map is called zero when it factors over 0; given any two objects A and B ,
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given a morphism f :B −→ A in A, a kernel Kerf :K[f ] −→ B of f is a pullback of 0 −→ A
along f and dually, a cokernel Cokerf :A −→ Cok[f ] is a pushout of B −→ 0 along f .
A being Barr exact means that it is regular, and such that every internal equivalence relation
in A is a kernel pair [1]. We start by commenting on the regularity, and later come back to the
other condition. Recall that a morphism is called a regular epimorphism when it is a coequal-
izer of some pair of arrows. Having finite limits and coequalizers of kernel pairs, A is regular
when moreover the regular epimorphisms of A are pullback-stable. In a regular category, im-
age factorizations exist: any morphism f :B −→ A can be factored as a regular epimorphism
B −→ Im[f ] followed by a monomorphism Imf : Im[f ] −→ A called the image of f ; this fac-
torization is unique up to isomorphism. A morphism f such that Imf is a kernel is called proper.
In this pointed and regular context, A is Bourn protomodular [5] if and only if the (regular)
Short Five Lemma holds: this means that for every commutative diagram
K[f0]
Kerf0
k
B0
f0
b
A0
a
K[f ]
Kerf
B
f
A
such that f and f0 are regular epimorphisms, k and a being isomorphisms entails that b is an
isomorphism. This implies that every regular epimorphism is in fact a cokernel (of its kernel).
Accordingly, we can define exact sequences as follows. A sequence of morphisms (fi)i∈I
. . . Ai+1
fi+1
Ai
fi
Ai−1 . . .
is called exact at Ai if Imfi+1 = Kerfi . (In particular, then fi+1 is proper.) It is called exact
when it is exact at Ai , for all i ∈ I . Sequence (A) below
0 K
k
B
f
A 0 (A)
is exact if and only if it represents (k, f ) as a short exact sequence: k = Kerf and f = Cokerk.
Finally, under the above assumptions, A will be Barr exact if and only if the direct image of a
kernel along a regular epimorphism is a kernel: given any kernel k and any regular epimorphism
f in A, their composition f ◦ k is proper—its image Imf ◦ k is a kernel.
Examples of semi-abelian categories include all abelian categories; any variety of Ω-groups:
amongst the operations defining it, there is a group operation and a unique constant (the unit of
the group operation), in particular, the categories of groups, (non-unital) rings, (pre)crossed mod-
ules, Lie algebras over a field, commutative algebras; compact Hausdorff groups; C∗-algebras;
the dual of the category of pointed sets.
For some applications, having a homological category instead of a semi-abelian one will be
sufficient. For instance, the category of topological groups and of torsion-free abelian groups
are homological but not semi-abelian, and we shall meet another example in Section 3 below.
Yet, already in this context the basic homological diagram lemma’s hold: the Snake Lemma, the
3 × 3-Lemma, etc., [7].
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In this section we recall the basic definition of categorical Galois structure, which is cru-
cial for the study of higher central extensions. In particular we give a useful sufficient condition
for a Galois structure to be admissible in the sense of this theory. We refer the reader to the
monograph [4] by Borceux and Janelidze, and in particular to its introduction, for the histori-
cal background that led to the development of the theory, as well as for the details of several
interesting examples of admissible Galois structures.
Definition 2.1. (See [25].) A Galois structure Γ = (A,B,E,Z, I,H) consists of two categories,
A and B, an adjunction
A
I
B,
H
⊥
and classes E and Z of morphisms of A and B respectively, such that:
(1) A has pullbacks along arrows in E ;
(2) E and Z contain all isomorphisms, are closed under composition and are pullback-stable;
(3) I (E) ⊂Z ;
(4) H(Z) ⊂ E ;
(5) the counit  is an isomorphism;
(6) each A-component ηA of the unit η belongs to E .
An element of E is called an extension.
Example 2.2. Let Gp be the category of groups and Ab its full reflective subcategory of abelian
groups:
Gp
ab
Ab.
H
⊥
This adjunction determines a Galois structure Γ = (Gp,Ab,E,Z, ab,H) where H is the in-
clusion functor, ab is the abelianization functor, and E and Z are the classes of surjective
homomorphisms in Gp and in Ab, respectively. For any group A, the A-component of the unit
of the adjunction is given by the canonical quotient ηA :A −→ ab(A) = A/[A,A]. In particular
every ηA belongs to E .
For an object A of A, let us denote E(A) the full subcategory of the slice category
A/A determined by the arrows B −→ A in E . If a :A0 −→ A is an arrow, we will write
a∗ :E(A) −→ E(A0) for the functor that sends an extension f :B −→ A to its pullback a∗f
along a. Since maps in E are pullback-stable, a∗ is well defined. Similarly, for an object B of B,
Z(B) denotes the full subcategory of the slice category B/B determined by the arrows in Z .
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E(A)
IA
Z(IA),
HA
⊥
with IA defined by IAf = If on arrows f of E(A), and HA defined by HAx = (ηA)∗Hx
on arrows x of Z(IA). The unit and counit of this adjunction will be denoted by ηA and A,
respectively.
Definition 2.3. A Galois structure Γ is called admissible if, for every object A of A, the counit
A : IAHA 
⇒ 1Z(IA) is an isomorphism.
Example 2.4. The Galois structure Γ = (Gp,Ab,E,Z, ab,H) of Example 2.2 is admissible [24].
More generally, any subvariety of a congruence modular variety determines an admissible Galois
structure where E and Z are the classes of surjective homomorphisms [29].
Definition 2.5. Let E be a class of pullback-stable regular epimorphisms in a category A. A full
replete E-reflective subcategory B of A
A
I
B
H
⊥
is a strongly E-Birkhoff subcategory ofA if, for every f :B −→ A in E , all arrows in the diagram
B
ηB
f
(f,ηB)
A×HIA HIB HIB
HIf
A
ηA
HIA
are in E . In particular, the outer diagram is a regular pushout in the sense of Bourn (see [8,12]
and diagram (C) below).
When A is a regular category and E is the class of regular epimorphisms in A, the notion
of strongly E-Birkhoff subcategory of A is stronger than the classical Birkhoff property. This
property requires B to be closed in A under subobjects and regular quotients or, equivalently, the
outer diagram above to be a pushout of regular epimorphisms. A Birkhoff subcategory (in the
classical sense) of a variety of universal algebras is the same thing as a subvariety. The notions
of Birkhoff subcategory and of strongly E-Birkhoff subcategory coincide as soon as A is exact
and satisfies the Mal’tsev property [12]: every internal reflexive relation in A is an equivalence
relation. For instance, if A is a Mal’tsev variety, then the subvarieties of A are strongly (regular
epi)-Birkhoff subcategories. Recall that every semi-abelian category is exact Mal’tsev [3,6].
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E-Birkhoff property is always admissible:
Proposition 2.6. Let Γ = (A,B,E,Z, I,H) be a Galois structure, where B is a strongly
E-Birkhoff subcategory of A, with E a given class of pullback-stable regular epimorphisms.
Then Γ is an admissible Galois structure.
Proof. This is a consequence of the following two facts. On the one hand, we have that ηAf is
an epimorphism for all f :B −→ A in E(A), by the strongly E-Birkhoff property of B. On the
other hand, HA reflects isomorphisms since, again by the strongly E-Birkhoff property, ηA is a
pullback-stable regular epimorphism: see, for instance, Proposition 1.6 in [31]. To see that these
facts indeed imply that Ax is an isomorphism, for any x :X −→ IA in Z(IA), consider the
triangular identity (HAAx ) ◦ ηAHAx = 1HAx . Now, ηAHAx is both a split monomorphism and an
epimorphism, hence an iso. This implies that HAAx is an iso and, finally, Ax is an iso, since HA
reflects isomorphisms. 
3. Higher extensions
We now restrict our attention to the situation where A is a homological category. We shall be
considering higher-dimensional arrows in A; they are the objects of the following categories.
Notation 3.1. Let 2 be the category generated by a single map ∅ −→ {1}. For any n, write 2n
for the n-fold product 2 × · · · × 2, and denote the functor category Hom(2n,A) as ArrnA.
As a first approach to higher-dimensional extensions, we could use higher-dimensional regular
epimorphisms:
Definition 3.2. Let RegA be the full subcategory of the category of arrows in A whose objects
are the regular epimorphisms. Denote Reg0A = A and RegnA = Reg(Regn−1A) for n  1.
By an n-fold regular epimorphism we mean an object of RegnA, i.e., a regular epimorphism
between (n− 1)-fold regular epimorphisms.
For brevity, we shall say n-regular epimorphism instead of n-fold regular epimorphism.
Note that a double (= 2-)regular epimorphism of A may be considered as a commutative
square in A and, in general, an n-regular epi as a particular kind of commutative n-dimensional
diagram. This is a formal consequence of the fact that the functor (·) × 2 : Cat −→ Cat is
left adjoint to the functor Hom(2, ·) : Cat −→ Cat: thus an object of Reg2A, being a functor
2 −→ Hom(2,A), corresponds to a functor 2 × 2 −→A, i.e., a commutative square in A; by
induction, an object of RegnA can be seen as a functor 2n −→A.
It is not difficult to show that an object of Reg2A is a pushout square in A, and in general,
an object of RegnA is an n-dimensional cube in A of which all (two-dimensional) faces are
pushouts.
When A is a semi-abelian category, the category ArrnA is of course semi-abelian, as is any
category ofA-valued presheaves. On the other hand, while RegnA is still homological (see [16]),
it is no longer semi-abelian. Indeed, it is well known that for a (non-trivial) abelian category A
the category RegA is not abelian; hence it cannot be exact, since it is obviously additive. To see
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the diagram
A A
A 0
represents an epimorphism 1A −→ τA in RegA which is not a normal epimorphism (a cokernel).
It follows that RegA is not exact whenever A is a non-trivial abelian category. It is then easily
seen that also for n 2, RegnA need not be semi-abelian.
It is well known that when, in a regular category, a commutative square of regular epimor-
phisms
B0
f0
b
A0
a
B
f
A
(B)
is a pullback, it is a pushout. In a regular category, a commutative square of regular epimorphisms
is called a regular pushout when the comparison map r :B0 −→ P to the pullback
B0
f0
b
r
P A0
a
B
f
A
(C)
of f along a is a regular epimorphism. An important aspect of these regular pushouts is made
clear by the next result.
Proposition 3.3. (See [8].) Consider, in a homological category, a commutative diagram of exact
sequences, such that f , f0, b and a are regular epimorphisms:
0 K[f0]
k
B0
b
f0
A0
a
0
0 K[f ] B
f
A 0.
The right-hand square is a regular pushout if and only if k is regular epi.
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means that its kernel is computed degreewise or, equivalently, that degreewise taking kernels in
the diagram above induces a morphism k in A that is an object of RegA. In [12] Carboni, Kelly
and Pedicchio show that a regular categoryA is Barr exact and Mal’tsev if and only if inA, every
pushout of regular epimorphisms is a regular pushout. In particular, a semi-abelian category has
this property: a pushout of two regular epimorphisms always exists, and it is a regular pushout.
On the other hand, the failure of RegnA to be exact implies that an (n+ 2)-regular epimorphism
is not the same as a regular pushout in RegnA, for n 1. This difference gives rise to the notion
of n-extension.
Definition 3.4. Let A be a homological category. A 0-fold extension in A is an object of A and
a 1-fold extension is a regular epimorphism in A. An n-fold extension is an object (f0, f ) of
ArrnA such that all arrows in the induced diagram (C) are (n − 1)-fold extensions. The n-fold
extensions determine a full subcategory ExtnA of ArrnA.
Again, we shall say n-extension instead of n-fold extension.
As an important technical result, we shall need Proposition 3.9, which generalizes Propo-
sition 3.3 to higher extensions. But first we show that some constructions in ExtnA may be
performed in ArrnA.
Proposition 3.5. Let En be the class of (n+ 1)-extensions in A. Then:
(1) pullbacks in ExtnA along elements of En exist, are pullbacks in ArrnA and, in particular if
n 1, are computed degreewise in Extn−1A;
(2) elements of En are stable under pulling back in ExtnA;
(3) En is closed under composition.
Proof. If n = 0 the statements are true because A is regular. Now consider n  1 and suppose
that the statements hold for k < n.
To prove the first two statements, consider the following pullback in ArrnA of an n-extension
(α0, α) along an arbitrary morphism (f0, f ).
B ′0
b′
f ′0
β0
A′0
a′
α0
B0
b
f0
A0
a
B ′
f ′
β
A′
α
B
f
A
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We need to show that (β0, β) is an (n+ 1)-extension; then in particular, it is a pullback in ExtnA
of (α0, α) along (f0, f ).
Pulling back α along a, β along b yields the commutative diagram
B ′0
f ′0
(β0,b′)
A′0
(α0,a′)
B0 ×B B ′
f0×f f ′
A0 ×A A′.
By assumption, (α0, a′) is an n-extension; moreover, this diagram is a pullback, hence, by the
induction hypothesis, (β0, b′) is an n-extension. Now b′, as the composite of (β0, b′) with the
second projection of the pullback of b along β , is a composite of n-extensions, hence, by the
induction hypothesis, is an n-extension itself.
To prove the third statement, considering two composable (n+ 1)-extensions
C0
g0
c
B0
b
f0
A0
a
C
g
B
f
A
we immediately see that also f0 ◦ g0 and f ◦ g are n-extensions. Since n-extensions are stable
under pulling back, we moreover get that every arrow in the diagram
C0
g0
rg
B0
Pg
g
rf
B0
f0
rf
A0
P
a
Pf
a
f
A0
a
C
g
B
f
A
is an n-extension, which proves our claim. 
In particular, the kernel K[f ] in ArrnA of an (n + 1)-extension f :B −→ A is always an
n-extension. We are going to show in Proposition 3.9 that the converse is also true. Suppose
a map f in ExtnA has a kernel (in ArrnA) that is an n-extension; suppose moreover that this
map f is regular epi in ArrnA: then this map f is an (n+ 1)-extension.
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0 K[f0]
k
B0
b
f0
A 0
0 K[f ] B
f
A 0.
If f and f0 are (n+ 1)-extensions, then k ∈ En if and only if b ∈ En.
Proof. Whenever, in the above diagram, b, f and f0 are (n+ 1)-extensions, the right-hand side
square is an (n + 2)-extension, hence k is an (n + 1)-extension by Proposition 3.5. On the other
hand, by Proposition 8 in [7], if k is a regular epimorphism then so is b. By induction, it is then
easy to verify the following: if B is an n-extension, and both f0 and k are (n + 1)-extensions,
then also b is an (n+ 1)-extension. 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that n 0. Consider, in ArrnA, a commutative diagram of exact sequences,
such that f , f0, b and a are (n+ 1)-extensions:
0 K[f0]
k
B0
b
f0
A0
a
0
0 K[f ] B
f
A 0.
The right-hand square is an (n + 2)-extension if and only if k is an (n + 1)-extension. In partic-
ular, the kernel in Extn+1A of an (n+ 2)-extension exists and is computed degreewise.
Proof. This follows from the previous lemma. 
Lemma 3.8. Consider a pair of composable arrows f :B −→ A and g :C −→ B in ArrnA. If
f ◦ g is an (n+ 1)-extension and B an n-extension, then f is an (n+ 1)-extension.
Proposition 3.9. Suppose that n 0. Consider, in ArrnA, a short exact sequence
0 K
k
B
f
A 0 (D)
such that B is an n-extension. Then f is an (n+ 1)-extension if and only if K is an n-extension.
This result shows that for n  1, an n-extension is the same thing as a sequence (A) in
Extn−1A exact in Arrn−1A. A kernel in Arrn−1A between (n − 1)-extensions always has a co-
kernel, and this cokernel is an n-extension. However, in general, an exact sequence in Extn−1A
does not determine an extension! Thus it may also be shown that an n-dimensional arrow in Gp
is an n-extension exactly when it is an exact n-presentation in the sense of [15]. Moreover, this
allows one to describe extensions in terms of kernels alone.
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R[f ]
π1
π2
B
f
A
such that B is an n-extension. Then f is an (n + 1)-extension if and only if R[f ] is an
n-extension.
Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 3.9 and 3.5: it suffices to note that Kerf = π2 ◦
Kerπ1. 
Example 3.11. A split epimorphism in ExtnA is an (n+ 1)-extension.
Notation 3.12. The forgetful functor dom : ExtA−→A that maps an extension f :B −→ A to
the object B has an obvious right adjoint, namely the functor ι :A−→ ExtA that sends an object
B of A to the extension B −→ 0. Composition yields adjunctions
ExtnA
domn
A.
ιn
⊥
4. Higher central extensions
We shall now establish a sequence of Galois structures Γn, such that each determines the next
one in the following way: Γ0 is induced by a Birkhoff subcategory B of a semi-abelian cate-
gory A, and Γn is a structure on ExtnA with class of extensions En and in which the adjunction
is given by centralization of n-extensions with respect to Γn−1.
4.1. Trivial, central and normal extensions
Let Γ = (A,B,E,Z, I,H) be a Galois structure such that B is a strongly E-Birkhoff sub-
category of A. From now on, we will omit the inclusion H from our notations (and write ⊆ for
the functor H ). We shall adopt the terminology of [29], calling trivial, central and normal the
following types of extensions:
Definition 4.1. Let f :B −→ A be an extension. One says that f is
(1) a trivial extension (with respect to Γ ), when the next square is a pullback;
B
ηB
f
IB
If
A
ηA
IA
(2) a central extension, when there exists an a :A0 −→ A in E(A) such that a∗f is trivial;
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It is clear that every normal extension is central. Γ being admissible implies that, more-
over, every trivial extension is normal. To see this, note that f being trivial implies that
R[f ] ∼= R[If ] ×IB B; but R[If ] is in B, because B is a full replete reflective subcategory of A;
hence the admissibility of Γ entails R[If ] ∼= IR[f ].
Example 4.2. Let us again consider Example 2.2 and its Galois structure Γ = (Gp,Ab,E,Z,
ab,⊆). One easily sees that the trivial extensions are exactly the surjective homomorphisms
of groups f :B −→ A with the property that the restriction fˆ : [B,B] −→ [A,A] of f to the
derived subgroups is an isomorphism. It was shown in [24] that an extension f :B −→ A that is
central with respect to Γ is the same thing as a central extension in the classical sense: its kernel
K[f ] is contained in the center Z(B) of B .
4.2. The functors In and Jn
LetA be a semi-abelian category, B a Birkhoff subcategory ofA and I the reflectorA−→ B,
with unit η. Of course, we may also consider I as a functor A−→A. Putting J (A) = K[ηA]
for each object A of A yields another functor J :A−→A as well as a short exact sequence of
functors
0 J
μ
1A
η
I 0.
From this sequence, we construct a short exact sequence of functors ArrA−→ ArrA as follows:
let f be a morphism B −→ A and (π1,π2) its kernel pair. Put J1[f ] = K[Jπ1] and J1f =
ιJ1[f ].
J1[f ] = K[Jπ1]
(i)
KerJπ1
JR[f ]
μR[f ]
Jπ1
Jπ2
JB
μB
K[π1] Kerπ1 R[f ]
π1
π2
B
Clearly, this defines a functor J1 : ArrA−→ ArrA. Furthermore, let us define μ1f = (μB ◦ Jπ2 ◦
KerJπ1, αA), where αA is the unique arrow from 0 to A, so that η1f = (ρ1f ,1A) = Cokerμ1f
yields a short exact sequence
0 J1
μ1
1ArrA
η1
I1 0
of functors ArrA−→ ArrA. Indeed, μ1f is a monomorphism because both μB and Jπ2 ◦KerJπ1
are monomorphisms: μB by definition, and Jπ2 ◦ KerJπ1 because it is the normalization of
the reflexive, hence effective equivalence relation (JR[f ], Jπ1, Jπ2). Since μB is a monomor-
phism, the square (i) is a pullback, hence μR[f ] ◦ KerJπ1 is a normal monomorphism, as an
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of μR[f ] ◦ KerJπ1 along π2, is normal in B; hence so is μ1f .
Since ArrA is semi-abelian as soon as A is semi-abelian, we may repeat this process induc-
tively in order to obtain, for each n 0, a short exact sequence
0 Jn
μn
1ArrnA
ηn
In 0
of functors ArrnA−→ ArrnA. Here we put J0 = J and I0 = I . As in the case n = 1, we write
Jn[f ] for the domain of Jnf and In[f ] = B/Jn[f ] for the domain of Inf , for any n-extension
f :B −→ A. Also, we define ρnf :B −→ In[f ] via ηnf = (ρnf ,1A). Hence, for each n-extension
f :B −→ A, we have, in Arrn−1A, a short exact sequence
0 Jn[f ]
Kerρnf
B
ρnf
In[f ] 0.
4.3. The Galois structures Γn
Given a Birkhoff subcategory B of a semi-abelian categoryA, we denote Γ0 = (A,B,E,Z, I,
⊆) the associated Galois structure: E and Z are the classes of regular epimorphisms in A and
in B, respectively. It is well known that for this structure, the central and normal extensions
coincide [29].
Let CExtBA = CExt1BA denote the full subcategory of Ext1A whose objects are the Γ0-
central extensions. We are going to show that I1 (co)restricts to a reflector ExtA −→ CExtBA
and that CExtBA is a strongly E1-Birkhoff subcategory of ExtA. In particular, this gives rise to
a Galois structure
Γ1 =
(
ExtA,CExtBA,E1,Z1, I1,⊆1
)
,
where E1 and Z1 consist of all 2-extensions in ExtA and CExtBA, respectively, and ⊆1 denotes
the inclusion of CExtBA into ExtA. Inductively, this may be extended to higher extensions: if
Γn−1 =
(
Extn−1A,CExtn−1B A,En−1,Zn−1, In−1,⊆n−1
)
is the (n− 1)st Galois structure in the sequence, write
CExtnBA= CExtCExtn−1B A
(
Extn−1A),
where CExtCExtn−1B A(Ext
n−1A) is the full subcategory of ExtnA of normal extensions with re-
spect to Γn−1. This notation is explained by Proposition 4.5: for all n 2, the normal extensions
and the central extensions w.r.t. Γn−1 coincide. Let Γn be the structure
(
ExtnA,CExtnBA,En,Zn, In,⊆n
)
,
where En and Zn are all (n+1)-extensions in ExtnA and CExtnBA, respectively, and ⊆n denotes
the inclusion CExtn A−→ ExtnA.B
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For each n  0, CExtnBA is a strongly En-Birkhoff subcategory of ExtnA. Its reflector is the
restriction of In to a functor ExtnA−→ CExtnBA.
Proof. The case n = 0 is true by assumption. Let us suppose that the lemma holds for all 0 
k  n− 1; we prove it for k = n.
First of all, In : ArrnA−→ ArrnA must restrict to a functor ExtnA−→ CExtnBA. Note that
CExtnBA is well defined by the induction hypothesis. Let f :B −→ A be an n-extension. By
Lemma 3.8, Inf is an n-extension as well. We must show that it is normal with respect to Γn−1.
Let (π1,π2) denote the kernel pair of f and (π ′1,π ′2) the kernel pair of Inf , computed in
Extn−1A, or, equivalently, in Arrn−1A. Consider the following diagram.
0 Jn−1R[Inf ]
Jn−1π ′1
R[Inf ]
(ii)
ηn−1R[Inf ]
π ′1
In−1R[Inf ]
In−1π ′1
0
0 Jn−1In[f ] In[f ]
ηn−1In[f ]
In−1In[f ] 0
We must prove that the square (ii) is a pullback in Extn−1A. By Proposition 3.5, this is equiv-
alent to proving that it is a pullback in Arrn−1A, taking into account that CExtn−1B A is a strongly
En−1-Birkhoff subcategory of Extn−1A. We are going to show that Jn−1π ′1 = Jn−1π ′2. Since
Jn−1π ′1 and Jn−1π ′2 are jointly monic, this implies that Jn−1π ′1 is a monomorphism hence an iso,
so that by Theorem 2.3 in [9], (ii) is a pullback.
Since CExtn−1B A is a strongly En−1-Birkhoff subcategory of Extn−1A, Jn−1 preserves n-
extensions, hence the left-hand downward pointing arrow in the diagram
Jn−1R[f ]
Jn−1π1
Jn−1π2
Jn−1B
μn−1B
B
ρnf
Jn−1R[Inf ]
Jn−1π ′1
Jn−1π ′2
Jn−1In[f ]
μn−1In[f ]
In[f ]
is an n-extension; in particular, it is an epimorphism. Furthermore, μn−1In[f ] is a monomorphism.
Hence to show that Jn−1π ′1 = Jn−1π ′2, it suffices to prove
ρnf ◦μn−1 ◦ Jn−1π1 = ρnf ◦μn−1 ◦ Jn−1π2.B B
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0 Jn[f ] Jn−1B
μn−1B
Jn−1B
Jn[f ] 0
0 Jn[f ] B
ρnf
In[f ] = BJn[f ] 0.
Let us then show that In : ExtnA−→ CExtnBA is a left adjoint. Let h :f −→ g be an arrow in
ExtnA with g in CExtnBA. Let (π1,π2) be the kernel pair of g. The normality of g implies
that Jn−1π1 is an isomorphism. It follows that Jn[g] = K[Jn−1π1] = 0, hence Ing = g. Conse-
quently, Inh gives a factorization Inf −→ Ing = g:
f
ηnf
h
Inf
Inh
g,
which is unique, because ηnf is an epimorphism.
To see that CExtnBA is a strongly En-Birkhoff subcategory of ExtnA, it remains to be
shown that Jn preserves (n + 1)-extensions: then the strongly En-Birkhoff property follows
from Proposition 3.9. Let (f0, f ) :b −→ a be an (n + 1)-extension. Denote the kernel pair of
f0 :B0 −→ A0 by (π1,π2) and the kernel pair of f :B −→ A by (π ′1,π ′2). Since CExtn−1B A is a
strongly En−1-Birkhoff subcategory of Extn−1A, Jn−1 preserves n-extensions. Therefore, both
Jn−1R[(f0, f )] and Jn−1b are n-extensions. It follows that the right-hand square in the diagram
Jn[f0] Jn−1R[f0]
Jn−1R[(f0,f )]
Jn−1π1
Jn−1B0
Jn−1b
Jn[f ] Jn−1R[f ]
Jn−1π ′1
Jn−1B
is a split epi between n-extensions, therefore it is an (n + 1)-extension. We can conclude
that the left-hand downward pointing arrow is an n-extension, hence Jn(f0, f ) is an (n + 1)-
extension. 
We are now going to prove that the objects of the category CExtnBA are indeed the n-fold
central extensions with respect to the Galois structure Γn−1. To prove this, we need the next
lemma.
Lemma 4.4. For any n  0, the reflector In : ExtnA −→ CExtnBA preserves pullbacks of split
epimorphisms along morphisms in En.
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ExtnA, is a pullback if and only if its kernel K[(f0, f )] is an isomorphism in ArrnA. Now let f
be a split epimorphism in ExtnA, and a an (n+ 1)-extension in ExtnA, and let (f0, f ) :b −→ a
denote the extension obtained by pulling back f along a.
Consider the diagram with exact rows
0 K[(f0, f )] b
(iii)
(f0,f )
a 0
0 K[In(f0, f )] Inb
In(f0,f )
Ina 0
in Arrn+1A. By the strongly En-Birkhoff property of In, the arrows b −→ Inb and a −→ Ina
are (n + 2)-extensions. Hence the square (iii) is an (n + 3)-extension, since (f0, f ) is a
split epimorphism. Since an En+1-quotient of an isomorphism in ExtnA is an isomorphism—
isomorphisms are stable under pushing out—we get that K[In(f0, f )] is iso, and hence the
(n+ 2)-extension In(f0, f ) = (Inf0, Inf ), considered as a square in ArrnA, is a pullback. 
Proposition 4.5. For any n 1, let Γn be the Galois structure constructed above.
(1) The central extensions with respect to Γn are the normal extensions. Hence the objects in
CExtn+1B A are indeed exactly all extensions that are central with respect to Γn.(2) Every central extension that is a split epimorphism is trivial.
Proof. Let f :B −→ A be a central extension. Since f ∗f is a split epimorphism, (1) will follow
from (2) if we show that central extensions are pullback-stable in ExtnA. Now this latter property
is an easy consequence of the fact that CExtn+1B A is a strongly En+1-Birkhoff subcategory of
Extn+1A, which implies that trivial (and hence also central) extensions are pullback-stable.
Suppose that f :B −→ A is a split epic central extension. Its centrality means that there exists
an (n + 2)-extension a :A0 −→ A for which a∗f is trivial. Using this fact and the previous
lemma, one concludes that the exterior rectangle and the left-hand square in the diagram
A0 ×A B
π2
π1
B
f
ηnB
InB
Inf
A0
a
A
ηnA
InA
are pullbacks. Since a is a pullback-stable regular epimorphism, it follows that the right-hand
square is a pullback, and f is a trivial extension. 
Theorem 4.6. If A is a semi-abelian category and B is a Birkhoff subcategory of A, then for
every n  1, the n-extensions and the central n-extensions give rise to a Galois structure Γn.
This structure is admissible and strongly En-Birkhoff, and provides the corresponding notion of
central (n+ 1)-extensions.
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However, using Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 3.10 one easily deduces from the exactness of
ArrnA that every (n+1)-extension is an effective descent morphism in ExtnA. (For more details
on descent theory, we refer the reader to [31].) Thus the Fundamental Theorem of Categorical
Galois Theory from [25] yields, for any given n-extension a :A0 −→ A, a classification of the
n-extensions f with codomain A and a∗f trivial. SupposeA has enough (regular epi)-projective
objects; then any ExtnA has enough En-projectives: for every object A in ExtnA, an (n + 1)-
extension p :P −→ A can be chosen such that P is En-projective. Then, since trivial (n + 1)-
extensions are pullback-stable in ExtnA, for all (n + 1)-extensions f and a with codomain
A, p∗f is trivial as soon as a∗f is. In this case, the Fundamental Galois Theorem yields a
classification of the central (n+ 1)-extensions with a fixed codomain A.
Example 4.8. Let I1 = ab1 be the reflection Ext1 Gp −→ CExt1Ab Gp sending an extension
f :B −→ A of groups to its centralization ab1f :B/[K[f ],B] −→ A (see Example 4.2). This
reflection gives rise to the Galois structure
Γ1 =
(
Ext1 Gp,CExt1Ab Gp,E1,Z1, ab1,⊆1
)
.
It was shown by Janelidze [26] that the double extensions that are central with respect to this
Galois structure Γ1 are precisely those extensions (B) with the property that [K[f0],K[b]] = 0
and [K[f0] ∩ K[b],B0] = 0. Recently in [22] a similar characterization was obtained, valid in
the context of Mal’tsev varieties.
Notation 4.9. Let f :B −→ A be an n-extension. Recall from the definition of the Jn that Jnf =
ιJn[f ]. It is easily seen that Jnf lies, moreover, in the image of ιn. We write Ln[f ] for the
object defined via ιnLn[f ] = Jnf . It follows that only the “top map” of the unit ηnf at f is not
an isomorphism. We denote it by ηf .
5. Simplicial extensions
We recall the semi-abelian definition of Barr–Beck cotriple homology, and we describe how
a suitable comonad on A produces canonical simplicial resolutions of higher extensions in A.
5.1. Homology in semi-abelian categories
In a pointed category, a chain complex C = (dn :Cn −→ Cn−1)n∈Z is a sequence of maps
satisfying dn ◦ dn+1 = 0. As in the abelian case, if it exists, the nth homology object of C is
HnC = Cok
[
Cn+1 −→ K[dn]
]
,
the cokernel of the factorization of dn+1 over the kernel of dn. Now for this definition to be of any
interest, one demands that the complex C and the underlying category satisfy some additional
properties. Recall that a morphism in a pointed and regular category is called proper when its
image is a kernel. As soon as the ambient category is, moreover, protomodular, homology of
proper chain complexes—those with boundary operators of which the image is a kernel—is well
behaved: it characterizes exactness of complexes, and any short exact sequence of proper chain
complexes induces a long exact homology sequence [18].
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ization functor N :SA −→ ChA that maps a simplicial object S in a pointed category with
pullbacks A to its Moore complex NS, the chain complex with NnS = 0 for n < 0, N0S = S0,
NnS =
n−1⋂
i=0
K[∂i :Sn −→ Sn−1]
and boundary operators dn = ∂n ◦⋂i Ker ∂i :NnS −→ Nn−1S, for n  1. Then HnS = HnNS.
As shown in [18, Theorem 3.6], it is easily seen that when A is semi-abelian, every simplicial
object in A has a proper Moore complex.
Let A be an arbitrary category and
G = (G :A−→A, δ :G 
⇒ G2,  :G 
⇒ 1A)
a comonad on A. Recall the axioms of comonad: GA ◦ δA = GA ◦ δA = 1GA and δGA ◦ δA =
GδA ◦ δA, for any object A of A. Putting
∂i = GiGn−iA :Gn+1A −→ GnA, σi = GiδGn−iA :Gn+1A −→ Gn+2A,
for 0  i  n, gives the sequence (Gn+1A)n∈N the structure of a simplicial object GA of A. It
has an augmentation A :GA −→ A; the augmented simplicial object A :GA −→ A is called the
canonical G-simplicial resolution of A. The following naturally generalizes Barr–Beck cotriple
homology [2] to the semi-abelian context.
Definition 5.1. (See [18].) LetA be a category equipped with a comonad G and B a semi-abelian
category. Let I :A−→ B be a functor. For n 1, the object
Hn(A, I)G = Hn−1NIGA
is the nth homology object of A (with coefficients in I ) relative to the cotriple G. This defines a
functor Hn(·, I )G :A−→ B, for every n 1.
Example 5.2. (Cf. Example 2.2.) When A = Gp is the category of groups, I = ab : Gp −→ Ab
the reflector to its Birkhoff subcategory of abelian groups, and G the underlying set/free group
comonad, it is well known that Hn(A, ab)G is the nth integral homology group Hn(A,Z) of A
(see page II.6.16 of [35]).
5.2. Comonads derived from a suitable adjunction
From now on we shall assume that A is semi-abelian. We are going to construct simplicial
resolutions for higher extensions: to do so, we consider a comonad G onA which is derived from
an adjunction
A
U
 X ,
F
(E)
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ArrnA such that every n-extension A in A yields a simplicial resolution GnA in the category
ExtnA of n-extensions.
Let then U :A−→X be a functor with a left adjoint F :X −→A and write  :F ◦U 
⇒ 1A
and ζ : 1X 
⇒ U ◦ F for the counit and unit. This induces a comonad G = (G, δ, ), where
G = F ◦ U and δ is the natural transformation defined by δA = FζUA, for every object A of A.
Let us now assume that the following conditions (given by Quillen on page II.5.5 of [35]) are
satisfied:
(1) A :GA −→ A is a regular epimorphism for all objects A of A, and
(2) FX is (regular epi)-projective for all objects X of X .
Then, in particular, A :GA −→ A is a projective presentation of A, for every A in A.
Example 5.3. Let A be semi-abelian and monadic over X = Set, and G the induced comonad
on A. Condition (1) then follows from Beck’s Theorem: actually, A is a coequalizer of GA
and GA. And for every set X, FX is free, hence (regular epi)-projective.
Any variety of algebras is monadic over Set, and thus semi-abelian varieties form an important
class of examples. A characterization of such varieties is given by Bourn and Janelidze in their
paper [10]. In [21], Gran and Rosický characterize semi-abelian categories, monadic over Set.
Definition 5.4. An object of ArrnA is called extension-projective when it is projective with re-
spect to the class En of (n + 1)-extensions. An n-extension f :B −→ A is called a presentation
of A when the object B is extension-projective. An n-extension f :B −→ A is called an n-fold
presentation (or simply an n-presentation) when the object B is extension-projective and A is an
(n− 1)-presentation. (A 0-presentation is an object of A.)
Lemma 5.5. An object f :B −→ A of ArrnA is extension-projective if and only if both B and A
are extension-projective.
This lemma implies that an object f :B −→ A of ArrnA is extension-projective if and only if
all objects in the corresponding n-cube are projective in A.
Proposition 5.6. Consider an adjunction (E) that satisfies conditions (1)–(2). Then, for every
n 0, there is an induced adjunction
ArrnA
Un
 ArrnX
Fn
(F)
defined degreewise, by putting, for objects f :B −→ A of ArrnA and z :Y −→ X of ArrnX ,
Un(f :B −→ A) = Un−1f :Un−1B −→ Un−1A;
Fn(z :Y −→ X) = Fn−1z :Fn−1Y −→ Fn−1X;
n(f :B −→ A) = (n−1B,n−1A) :FnUnf −→ f ;
ζn(z :Y −→ X) = (ζn−1Y, ζn−1X) : z −→ UnFnz.
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(δn)A = Fn(ζn)UnA for every object A of ArrnA defines a comonad Gn = (Gn, δn, n), denoted
by (G, δ, ) when confusion is unlikely. Moreover, the following two conditions are satisfied:
(1) A :GA −→ A is an (n+ 1)-extension for all n-extensions A, and
(2) FX is extension-projective for all objects X of ArrnX .
Proof. We use induction on n.
Since an object f :B −→ A of ArrnA is extension-projective if and only if both A and B are
extension-projective, condition (2) follows immediately from the induction hypothesis.
In order to show that condition (1) holds as well, it suffices to prove that, for any n-extension
f :B −→ A, also Gf :GB −→ GA is an n-extension. Indeed, if this is the case, then the ker-
nel pair R[Gf ] of the arrow Gf is an (n − 1)-extension, by Corollary 3.10. Also, R[f ] is an
(n − 1)-extension, being the kernel pair of the n-extension f . Hence, by the induction hypoth-
esis, R[f ] is an n-extension. Furthermore, by the universal property of the kernel pair R[Gf ],
there exists an arrow a :GR[f ] −→ R[Gf ] such that B ◦ a = R[f ], where B is the restric-
tion of B to R[Gf ] −→ R[f ]. By Lemma 3.8 this implies that B is an n-extension. Finally, by
Corollary 3.10, this implies that the right-hand square in the next diagram is an (n+1)-extension.
GR[f ]
a
R[Gf ]
B
GB
Gf
B
GA
A
R[f ] B
f
A
Let us then prove that Gf :GB −→ GA is indeed an n-extension, for any n-extension
f :B −→ A.
Since, by assumption, FUA is extension-projective, there exists a morphism s :FUA −→ B
satisfying f ◦ s = A. By adjointness we get a map s :UA −→ UB with Uf ◦ s = 1UA, showing
that Uf is split epic. Hence, also Gf :GB −→ GA is a split epimorphism. Since both its domain
and codomain are (n− 1)-extensions, it is an n-extension (see Example 3.11). 
In particular, ExtnA has enough En-projectives, because for any n-extension A, the map
A :GA −→ A is an (n+ 1)-extension with an En-projective domain.
Corollary 5.7. If G is a comonad on a semi-abelian category A induced by an adjunction (E)
satisfying conditions (1)–(2), then every object A of A has a canonical n-presentation: nA =

n−1A
:Gn−1A −→ n−1A .
6. Homology of extensions with respect to centralization
From now on, we concentrate on the situation where
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(2) G is a comonad on A, derived from an adjunction (E) which satisfies the conditions (1)–(2)
from Section 5.2.
We showed that for all n, there is a Galois structure Γn on ExtnA. Let f :B −→ A be a pre-
sentation of an (n − 1)-extension A (f may for instance be an n-presentation). In this section,
we describe the homology with respect to B-centralization of f in terms of the homology with
respect to CExtn−1B A of A. If In denotes the reflector of ExtnA onto CExtnBA, then for all n 0
and k  2,
Hk(f, In)Gn
∼= (Hk+1(A, In−1)Gn−1 −→ 0),
where Gn is the comonad on ArrnA, induced by G.
Remark 6.1. For any n, we shall consider In as a functor ExtnA−→ ArrnA; then the situation
falls within the scope of Definition 5.1.
Lemma 6.2. For every n  1, given an n-extension f , there exists an isomorphism In−1Inf ∼=
In−1f in ArrnA.
Proof. Suppose f :B −→ A is an n-extension. Consider the 3 × 3-diagram below. Note that all
rows are short exact sequences, as is the middle column.
Jn[f ]
(iv)
Jn[f ] 0
Jn−1B
Jn−1ρnf
B
(v)ρnf
In−1B
Jn−1In[f ]
μn−1In[f ]
In[f ] In−1In[f ]
We must prove that the right-hand column is short exact. By the strongly En−1-Birkhoff property
of In−1, the square (v) is an n-extension, hence Jn−1ρnf is an (n − 1)-extension. In particular,
it is a regular epimorphism. Since, furthermore, the square (iv) is a pullback (because Jn[f ] ⊆
Jn−1B), the left-hand column is short exact, hence, by applying the 3×3-Lemma in the category
Arrn−1A, so is the right-hand one. 
Lemma 6.3. Let G be a comonad on A as in Section 5.2. For every n 1, given an n-extension
f :B −→ A, there exists an isomorphism K[InGnf ] ∼= K[In−1Gnf ] in S Arrn−1A.
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is degreewise trivial by Proposition 4.5. This means that its kernel K[InGnf ] is isomorphic to
K[In−1InGnf ]:
0 K[InGnf ]
∼=
In[Gnf ]
InGnf
ηn−1
In[Gnf ]
Gn−1A
ηn−1
Gn−1A
0
0 K[In−1InGnf ] In−1In[Gnf ]
In−1InGnf
In−1Gn−1A 0.
Then the assertion follows from Lemma 6.2. 
Theorem 6.4. For any n 1, k  2 and any presentation f :B −→ A of an (n−1)-extension A,
Hk(f, In)Gn
∼= (Hk+1(A, In−1)Gn−1 −→ 0).
Proof. We need to compute the homology of
InGnf : In[Gnf ] −→ Gn−1A,
a simplicial object in CExtnBA—the image through In of the simplicial resolution
Gnf :Gn−1B −→ Gn−1A in ExtnA of the extension f of A. By definition, the homology objects
Hk−1InGnf may be computed degreewise, i.e.,
Hk−1InGnf ∼=
(
Hk−1In[Gnf ] −→ Hk−1Gn−1A
)
.
Note that Hi−1Gn−1A = 0 for all i  2; by the long exact homology sequence [18, Corol-
lary 5.7], this implies that Hk−1In[Gnf ] is isomorphic to Hk−1K[InGnf ]. By Lemma 6.3, we
know that the simplicial objects K[InGnf ] and K[In−1Gnf ] are isomorphic. Using the long
exact homology sequence associated with the sequence
0 K[In−1Gnf ] In−1Gn−1B
In−1Gnf
In−1Gn−1A 0
and the fact that B is extension-projective (so that Gn−1B −→ B is contractible), the desired
isomorphism
Hk−1In[Gnf ] ∼= HkIn−1Gn−1A
is obtained. 
7. The Hopf formula for the second homology object
In this section we give a direct proof of the Hopf formula from [18], which describes the
second homology object in terms of “generalized commutators.”
Recall that H0S = Coeq[∂0, ∂1 :S1 −→ S0] for every simplicial object S in a semi-abelian
category A—a consequence of the fact that in A, a regular epimorphism is a cokernel of its
kernel.
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Proof. The diagram
In[G2f ]
In[Gf ]
In[Gf ]
InG
2f
In[Gf ]
In[f ]
InGf
In[f ]
Inf
G2A
GA
GA
GA
A
A
is a coequalizer, because the square
GB
ρnGf
B
B
ρnf
In[Gf ]
In[f ]
In[f ]
is a pushout: this follows from the strongly En-Birkhoff property of In. 
Theorem 7.2. (See [18].) Let f :B −→ A be a 1-presentation; then
H2(A, I)G ∼= JB ∩K[f ]
J1[f ] .
Proof. Note that J1[f ] is a normal subobject of JB ∩K[f ] by definition. Since B is extension-
projective, IGB is contractible, hence the short exact sequence of simplicial objects
0 K[IGf ] Ker IGf IGB IGf IGA 0
yields an exact homology sequence
0 H2(A, I)G = H1IGA H0K[IGf ] IB
If
IA 0.
Taking into account Lemma 6.3, we thus get a short exact sequence
0 H2(A, I)G H0K[I1Gf ] K[If ] 0. (G)
Now, using the long exact homology sequence induced by
0 K[I1Gf ] I1[Gf ]
I1Gf
GA 0
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H0K[I1Gf ] = K[H0I1Gf ].
Hence, by the foregoing lemma,
H0K[I1Gf ] = K[I1f ].
By the 3 × 3-Lemma,
K
[
I1f :
B
J1[f ] −→ A
]
= K[f ]
J1[f ]
and
K
[
If :
B
JB
−→ A
JA
]
= K[f ]
JB ∩K[f ] .
The theorem now follows from applying Noether’s First Isomorphism Theorem (Theorem 4.3.10
in [3], a direct consequence of the 3 × 3-Lemma) to (G). 
This also works for centralization of n-extensions:
Proposition 7.3. Consider n ∈ N and f :B −→ A, a presentation of an n-extension A. Then
H2(A, In)Gn
∼= JnB ∩K[f ]
Jn+1[f ] :
H2(A, In)Gn is the direct image of K[f ] ∩ JnB along ρn+1f :B −→ In+1[f ].
Remark 7.4. In particular, the expressions on the right-hand side of these Hopf formulae are
Baer invariants [17,19]: they are independent of the chosen presentation of A.
Remark 7.5. Note that the objects in this Hopf formula are in ArrnA.
Notation 7.6. The functor category ArrnA = Hom(2n,A) may with advantage be described
in the following way [11]. Let 〈n〉 denote the set {1, . . . , n}, 〈0〉 = ∅. Then the category 2n is
isomorphic to the power-set P〈n〉, the set of subsets of 〈n〉, ordered by inclusion. This means
that an inclusion A ⊆ B in 〈n〉 corresponds to a map !A :A −→ B in 2n. We write fA for f (!A)B A
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instance, f∅ is the “initial object” of the cube
f∅
f1
f3
f2
f{3}
f
{3}
{1,3}
f
{3}
{2,3}
f{2}
f
{2}
〈2〉
f{2,3}
f{1} f{1,3}
f{1,2}
f
{1,2}
〈3〉
f{1,2,3}
and fi , for i ∈ 〈3〉, is any of its three initial ribs.
Let us now write the Hopf formula using the notations just defined. By Notation 4.9, the kernel
K[ηnB ] = JnB is written ιnLn[B]; it follows that the intersection JnB ∩ K[f ] is ιn(Ln[B] ∩
K[fn+1]). Also, the kernel Jn+1[f ] is ιnLn+1[f ], and hence
H2(A, In)Gn
∼= ιn Ln[B] ∩K[fn+1]
Ln+1[f ] .
Notation 7.7. An n-extension f naturally gives rise to k-extensions for all 0 k  n. We make
the following choice of Extkf ∈ ExtkA: put Extnf = f and Extk−1f = cod Extkf (0 < k  n).
It is easily seen that Extkf may be obtained from f by precomposing with the functor 2k −→ 2n
determined by A −→ A∪ (〈n〉 \ 〈k〉).
8. The higher Hopf formulae
Following the lines of the method due to Janelidze as set out in [26], we now show that also
the higher Hopf formulae from [11] may be generalized to arbitrary semi-abelian categories.
We speak of an n-presentation f of an object A in A if f is an n-presentation and if f〈n〉 = A
or, in other words, if Ext0f = A.
Theorem 8.1. Let f be an n-presentation of an object A of A. Then
Hn+1(A, I)G ∼=
Jf∅ ∩⋂i∈〈n〉 K[fi]
Ln[f ] . (H)
In particular, the expression on the right-hand side of formula (H) is a (higher) Baer invariant:
independent of the chosen n-presentation of A.
Proof. The formula holds by induction on n. Consider the following chain of isomorphisms
(cf. Notation 7.7):
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∼= · · · ∼= ιH3(Extn−2f, In−2)Gn−2
∼= H2(Extn−1f, In−1)Gn−1
∼= ιn−1 Ln−1[domf ] ∩K[fn]
Ln[f ]
∼= ιn−1 Jf∅ ∩
⋂
i∈〈n〉 K[fi]
Ln[f ] .
The first isomorphism follows from Theorem 6.4. Repeatedly applying this theorem gives the
expression containing H2. Proposition 7.3 and Notation 7.6 account for the next isomorphism,
and the last one follows by the induction hypothesis, the Hopf formula for Hn(f〈n〉\{n}, I )G,
because domf is an (n − 1)-presentation of f〈n〉\{n}. Indeed, f〈n〉\{n} is a projective object, and
hence Hn(f〈n〉\{n}, I )G = 0, which implies that an isomorphism
Ln−1[domf ] ∼= Jf∅ ∩
⋂
i∈〈n−1〉
K[fi]
exists. 
Remark 8.2. In particular, the formula in the theorem above shows that the homology objects
are independent of the chosen comonad on A.
When a canonical presentation of A is chosen, one obtains the following formula.
Corollary 8.3. For every n 1, an isomorphism
Hn+1(A, I)G ∼=
JGnA∩⋂i∈[n−1] K[Gn−1−iGiA]
Ln[nA]
exists.
9. Examples
In this final section we consider some specific cases of Theorem 8.1 and give explicit descrip-
tions of the right-hand side of the Hopf formulae. In particular, we will explain why Theorem 8.1
gives Brown and Ellis’s formulae [11] in the case where A is Gp, the variety of groups and B
is Ab, the subvariety of all abelian groups. More generally, ifA is Gp and B is Nilk , the subvariety
of k-nilpotent groups (for some positive integer k), then we obtain the formulae due to Donadze,
Inassaridze and Porter [15]. Furthermore, we find new formulae when B = Solk , the subvariety
of k-solvable groups. Also, we explain that, by using the same arguments, similar formulae can
be obtained from Theorem 8.1 when A is, e.g., the variety of rings or the variety of Lie algebras.
Finally, we shall consider the case where A is PXMod, the variety of precrossed modules, and B
is XMod, the subvariety of crossed modules.
From now on, we shall drop G in the notation for homology. This is justified by Remark 8.2
and by the fact that we shall be dealing with varieties and their canonical comonad.
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Let us consider the Hopf formulae 8.1 in the particular case where A= Gp is the variety of
groups and B = Ab the subvariety of abelian groups. In order to simplify the arguments below,
we consider the commutator of two (not necessarily normal) subgroups A and B of a group G
to be the normal subgroup of G generated by all elements [a, b] = aba−1b−1, with a ∈ A and
b ∈ B . Note that the reflector I = ab : Gp −→ Ab is given by ab(G) = G/[G,G]. It is known
(see, e.g., [20] and Example 4.2) that in this situation L1[f ] = [K[f ],B] for any extension
f :B −→ G, hence when f is a presentation, formula 8.1 yields, for n = 1, the classical Hopf
formula
H2(G, ab) ∼= [B,B] ∩K[f ][K[f ],B] .
We are now going to show that our formulae for Hn(G, ab) coincide with those of Brown and
Ellis, also when n 2. In particular, we shall prove that, for all n 0 and any n-extension f ,
Ln[f ] =
∏
I⊆〈n〉
[⋂
i∈I
K[fi],
⋂
i /∈I
K[fi]
]
, (I)
where it is understood that
⋂
i∈∅ K[fi] = f∅.
Let us recall the following Witt–Hall identities, valid in any group G, for any elements a, a1,
a2, b, b1, b2 ∈ G:
[a, b1b2] = [a, b1]b1[a, b2]b−11 , (J)
[a1a2, b] = a1[a2, b]a−11 [a1, b]. (K)
Let us write A ·B for the product of subgroups A and B of a group G. The identities (J) and (K)
imply, for all groups G and subgroups A, A1, A2, B , B1 and B2 of G that
[A,B1 ·B2] = [A,B1] · [A,B2]
and
[A1 ·A2,B] = [A1,B] · [A2,B].
For a group G, we denote by ΔG = (1G,1G) :G −→ G × G the diagonal of G: the smallest
internal equivalence relation on G.
Then, in particular, we get
Lemma 9.1. Suppose G is a group, M and N are normal subgroups of G and B is a subgroup
of G×G. Then the next identity holds:
[
M × M
M∩N
M,B
]= [0 × (M ∩N),B] · [ΔM,B].
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M × M
M∩N
M = [0 × (M ∩N)] ·ΔM,
for any normal subgroups M and N of a group G. 
Let us then prove the identity (I), for all n 0 and any n-extension f . We do this by induction.
For n = 0, we have
L0[A] = JA = [A,A] =
∏
I⊆∅
[A,A],
when A = f is a 0-extension in Gp. Now, assume that (I) holds for some n− 1. To show that (I)
holds for n, it suffices to prove that
Ln[f ] = 0 ⇔
∏
I⊆〈n〉
[⋂
i∈I
K[fi],
⋂
i /∈I
K[fi]
]
= 0, (L)
for every n-extension f . Indeed, suppose the equivalence (L) holds. Recall that, for any group G
and any subgroups A and B of G, [A,B] is the smallest normal subgroup N of G such that
[
A ·N
N
,
B ·N
N
]
= 0.
From this one deduces that
∏
I⊆〈n〉
[⋂
i∈I
K[fi],
⋂
i /∈I
K[fi]
]
is the smallest normal subgroup N of f∅ satisfying
∏
I⊆〈n〉
[⋂
i∈I K[fi] ·N
N
,
⋂
i /∈I K[fi] ·N
N
]
= 0.
Since Ln[Inf ] = 0, applying (L) to the n-extension Inf gives that
∏
I⊆〈n〉
[⋂
i∈I
K[fi]
Ln[f ] ,
⋂
i /∈I
K[fi]
Ln[f ]
]
=
∏
I⊆〈n〉
[⋂
i∈I
K
[
(Inf )i
]
,
⋂
i /∈I
K
[
(Inf )i
]]= 0,
hence
Ln[f ] ⊇
∏
I⊆〈n〉
[⋂
i∈I
K[fi],
⋂
i /∈I
K[fi]
]
.
The other inclusion follows similarly, if it is taken into account that In is a reflector.
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readily from the definition of Jn = ιLn that Ln[f ] = 0 if and only if
π1Ln−1
[
R[f ]]= π2Ln−1[R[f ]],
where (π1,π2) denotes the kernel pair of fn :f∅ −→ f{n}. By the induction hypothesis,
Ln−1
[
R[f ]]= ∏
I⊆〈n−1〉
[⋂
i∈I
K
[
R[f ]i
]
,
⋂
i /∈I
K
[
R[f ]i
]]
.
Recall from Notation 7.6 that R[f ]A = R[f AA∪{n}] for all A ⊆ 〈n − 1〉. In particular, R[f ]∅ =
R[fn] and R[f ]{i} = R[f {i}{i,n}]. Furthermore, R[f ]i is such that the following diagram commutes.
R[f ]∅
R[f ]i
f∅
fn
fi
f{n}
f
{n}
{i,n}
R[f ]{i} f{i}
f
{i}
{i,n}
f{i,n}
Since the right-hand square is a regular pushout, Proposition 3.3 implies that
K
[
f
{n}
{i,n}
]= K[fi]
K[fn] ∩K[fi] .
Consequently,
K
[
R[f ]i
]= K[fi] × K[fi ]
K[fn]∩K[fi ]
K[fi].
It follows that
Ln−1
[
R[f ]]= ∏
I⊆〈n−1〉
[⋂
i∈I
K[fi] × K[fi ]
K[fi ]∩K[fn]
K[fi],
⋂
i /∈I
K[fi] × K[fi ]
K[fi ]∩K[fn]
K[fi]
]
.
Moreover note that, for all I ⊆ 〈n〉, we have
⋂
i∈I
K[fi] × K[fi ]
K[fi ]∩K[fn]
K[fi] =
⋂
i∈I
K[fi] × ⋂i∈I K[fi ]⋂
i∈I K[fi ]∩K[fn]
⋂
i∈I
K[fi].
Now, applying Lemma 9.1, we find that
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[
R[f ]]= ∏
I⊆〈n−1〉
[
0 ×
⋂
i∈I
K[fi] ∩K[fn],0 ×
⋂
i /∈I
K[fi] ∩K[fn]
]
·
[
0 ×
⋂
i∈I
K[fi] ∩K[fn],Δ⋂
i /∈I K[fi ]
]
·
[
Δ⋂
i∈I K[fi ],0 ×
⋂
i /∈I
K[fi] ∩K[fn]
]
· [Δ⋂
i∈I K[fi ],Δ
⋂
i /∈I K[fi ]].
Consequently, π1Ln−1[R[f ]] = π2Ln−1[R[f ]] if and only if
[⋂
i∈I
K[fi],
⋂
i /∈I
K[fi] ∩K[fn]
]
= 0,
for all I ⊆ 〈n− 1〉, i.e., if and only if
∏
I⊆〈n〉
[⋂
i∈I
K[fi],
⋂
i /∈I
K[fi]
]
= 0,
which is exactly what we wanted. We conclude that the equality (I) holds for all n  0. Thus
Theorem 8.1 induces Brown and Ellis’s formulae:
Theorem 9.2. (See [11].) For any n 1 and any n-presentation f of a group G, an isomorphism
Hn+1(G, ab) ∼=
[f∅, f∅] ∩⋂i∈〈n〉 K[fi]∏
I⊆〈n〉[
⋂
i∈I K[fi],
⋂
i /∈I K[fi]]
exists.
9.2. Groups vs. k-nilpotent groups
Recall that a group A is k-nilpotent (= nilpotent of class at most k) if and only if ZkA = 0,
where ZkA is the kth term in the descending central series of A defined by
Z1A = [A,A],
Z2A =
[[A,A],A],
· · · = · · ·
ZkA = [Zk−1A,A].
Let us now consider the Hopf formulae 8.1 in the situation where A = Gp and B = Nilk , the
subvariety of Gp of all k-nilpotent groups (for some positive integer k). Let us write nilk for the
reflector Gp −→ Nilk , which sends a group A to the quotient A/ZkA.
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implies, in this situation, that
Ln[f ] =
∏
I1∪···∪Ik=〈n〉
[
. . .
[[⋂
i∈I1
K[fi],
⋂
i∈I2
K[fi]
]
,
⋂
i∈I3
K[fi]
]
, . . .
]
,
for any n 0 and any n-extension of groups f . Consequently, the Hopf formulae 8.1 yield
Theorem 9.3. (See [15].) For any n 1 and any n-presentation f of a group G, an isomorphism
Hn+1(G,nilk) ∼=
[. . . [[f∅, f∅], f∅], . . .] ∩⋂i∈〈n〉 K[fi]∏
I1∪···∪Ik=〈n〉[. . . [[
⋂
i∈I1 K[fi],
⋂
i∈I2 K[fi]],
⋂
i∈I3 K[fi]], . . .]
exists.
9.3. Groups vs. k-solvable groups
Recall that a group A is k-solvable (= solvable of class at most k) if and only if DkA = 0,
where DkA is the kth term in the derived series of A defined by
D1A = [A,A],
D2A =
[[A,A], [A,A]],
· · · = · · ·
DkA = [Dk−1A,Dk−1A].
Let us consider the Hopf formulae 8.1 in the case where A = Solk , the subvariety of Gp of all
k-solvable groups (for some positive integer k). We write solk for the reflector Gp −→ Solk ,
which sends a group A to the quotient A/DkA. In order to express a formula for Ln[·], it is
useful to introduce also the following notation:
Given normal subgroups X1, X2, X3, . . . of a group A, one defines inductively
D1(X1,X2) = [X1,X2],
D2(X1,X2,X3,X4) =
[[X1,X2], [X3,X4]],
· · · = · · ·
Dk(X1, . . . ,X2k ) =
[
Dk−1(X1, . . . ,X2k−1),Dk−1(X2k−1+1, . . . ,X2k )
]
.
Thus, in this situation, J (A) = Dk(A, . . . ,A). Furthermore, the arguments of Section 9.1 are
easily adapted to show that Lemma 9.1 implies
Ln[f ] =
∏
I1∪···∪I2k=〈n〉
Dk
(⋂
i∈I1
K[fi], . . . ,
⋂
i∈I2k
K[fi]
)
,
for any n 0 and any n-extension of groups f . Consequently, Theorem 8.1 yields the following
formulae:
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Hn+1(G, solk) ∼=
Dk(f∅, . . . , f∅)∩⋂i∈〈n〉 K[fi]∏
I1∪···∪I2k=〈n〉 Dk(
⋂
i∈I1 K[fi], . . . ,
⋂
i∈I2k K[fi])
exists.
9.4. Some additional examples
The reader will find it easy to further adapt the arguments used above to prove that Theo-
rem 8.1 yields similar formulae, for example in the variety of non-unital rings (where the role
of commutator is played by the product of subrings) or in the variety of Lie algebras (the Lie
bracket plays the role of commutator). The example of precrossed modules versus crossed mod-
ules, however, deserves special attention.
9.5. Precrossed modules vs. crossed modules
Recall that a precrossed module (C,G,∂) is a group homomorphism ∂ :C −→ G equipped
with a (left) group action of G on C, such that
∂
(g
c
)= g∂(c)g−1
for all g ∈ G and c ∈ C. A morphism f : (C,G,∂) −→ (D,H, ) of precrossed modules is a
pair of group homomorphisms f1 :C −→ D and f0 :G −→ H which preserve the action and are
such that  ◦ f1 = f0 ◦ ∂ . Let us write PXMod for the category of precrossed modules and XMod
for the category of crossed modules, where this latter is the full subcategory of PXMod whose
objects (C,G,∂) satisfy the Peiffer condition
∂(c)c′ = cc′c−1
for all c, c′ ∈ C. We will sometimes abbreviate the notation (C,G,∂) to C.
It is well known that the category of precrossed modules is equivalent to a variety of Ω-groups
(see, e.g., [32], [33] or [30]). Via this equivalence, XMod correspond to a subvariety of PXMod.
Hence, we can consider the Hopf formulae 8.1 in the case where A = PXMod and B = XMod.
We write xmod for the reflector PXMod −→ XMod.
Recall that a precrossed submodule of a precrossed module (C,G,∂) is a precrossed module
(M,S,μ) such that M and S are, respectively, subgroups of C and G, and such that the action of
S on M is a restriction of the action of G on C and μ a restriction of ∂ (in this case, we will write
∂ instead of μ). (M,S, ∂) is a normal precrossed submodule of (C,G,∂) if, furthermore, M
and S are, respectively, normal subgroups of C and G, and, for all c ∈ C, g ∈ G, m ∈ M , s ∈ S,
one has gm ∈ M and scc−1 ∈ M . This is exactly the case when (M,S, ∂) is the kernel of some
morphism (C,G,∂) −→ (D,H, ). Note that the quotient (C,G,∂) −→ (C,G,∂)/(K,S, ∂) is
a degreewise quotient
(qM,qS) : (C,G,∂) −→ (C/M,G/S, ∂).
Here we have written qM and qS for the quotient homomorphisms C −→ C/M and G −→ G/S,
respectively. Note also that limits in PXMod are degreewise limits in Gp.
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(M,S, ∂) and (N,T , ∂) of (C,G,∂) is the normal subgroup of the group M · N , generated by
the Peiffer elements 〈m,n〉 = mnm−1(∂mn)−1 and 〈n,m〉 = nmn−1(∂nm)−1, with m ∈ M and
n ∈ N . We will denote it by 〈(M,S, ∂), (N,T , ∂)〉 or simply by 〈M,N〉. Note that, for all m ∈ M
and n ∈ N , we have that
∂〈m,n〉 = ∂m∂n(∂m)−1(∂∂mn)−1
= ∂m∂n(∂m)−1(∂m∂n(∂m)−1)−1
= 1.
Hence we may consider 〈M,N〉 as the precrossed submodule (〈M,N〉,0, ∂) of C.
The following simple identities, similar to (J) and (K), are valid in any precrossed module
(C,G,∂), for any elements a, a1, a2, b, b1, b2 ∈ C:
〈a, b1b2〉 = 〈a, b1〉∂ab1〈a, b2〉
(∂a
b1
)−1
, (M)
〈a1a2, b〉 = a1〈a2, b〉a−11
〈
a1,
∂a2b
〉
. (N)
For a precrossed module C, let us denote by ΔC = (1C,1C) :C −→ C ×C the diagonal of C:
the smallest internal equivalence relation on C.
Lemma 9.5. Suppose (C,G,∂) is a precrossed module, (M,S, ∂) and (N,T , ∂) are normal
precrossed submodules of C, and (B,P, ∂ × ∂) is a precrossed submodule of C × C. When B
is either a normal precrossed submodule of C × C or B = ΔK , for some normal precrossed
submodule (K,R, ∂) of C, then the following identity holds:
〈M × M
M∩N
M,B〉 = 〈0 × (M ∩N),B〉 · 〈ΔM,B〉.
Proof. Note that in both cases only one inclusion is not entirely trivial. We prove the other one.
Let us first assume that B is a normal precrossed submodule of C × C. Suppose that m ∈ M ,
d ∈ M ∩N and (b1, b2) ∈ B , then by identity (N),
〈
(m,dm), (b1, b2)
〉= 〈(1, d)(m,m), (b1, b2)〉 ∈ 〈0 × (M ∩N),B〉 · 〈ΔM,B〉.
Similarly, by identity (M), 〈(b1, b2), (m,dm)〉 ∈ 〈0 × (M ∩N),B〉 · 〈ΔM,B〉.
Let us now assume that B = ΔK , for some normal precrossed submodule (K,R, ∂) of C.
Take m ∈ M , d ∈ M ∩N and k ∈ K . It follows from (M) that
〈
(k, k), (m,dm)
〉= 〈(k, k), (1, d)(m,m)〉 ∈ 〈0 × (M ∩N),B〉 · 〈ΔM,B〉.
Furthermore,
〈
(m,dm), (k, k)
〉= (〈m,k〉, 〈dm,k〉)
= (〈m,k〉, d〈m,k〉d−1〈d, ∂mk〉)
= (〈m,k〉, d〈m,k〉d−1)(1, 〈d,∂m k〉).
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(〈m,k〉, d〈m,k〉d−1)= (1, d)〈(m,m), (k, k)〉(1, d)−1 ∈ 〈ΔM,B〉.
On the other hand,
(
1,
〈
d,∂m k
〉)= 〈(1, d), (∂mk,∂m k)〉 ∈ 〈0 × (M ∩N),B〉. 
Using Lemma 9.5, the reader will find it easy to adapt the arguments of Section 9.1 to show
that
Ln[f ] =
( ∏
I⊆〈n〉
〈⋂
i∈I
K[fi],
⋂
i /∈I
K[fi]
〉
,0, ∂
)
,
for any n  0 and any n-extension of precrossed modules f . Consequently, Theorem 8.1 be-
comes
Theorem 9.6. For any n  1 and any n-presentation f of a precrossed module (C,G,∂), an
isomorphism
Hn+1
(
(C,G,∂),xmod
)∼= 〈f∅, f∅〉 ∩
⋂
i∈〈n〉 K[fi]∏
I⊆〈n〉〈
⋂
i∈I K[fi],
⋂
i /∈I K[fi]〉
exists.
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